
山水 ·智 



 

With a great many experience in heart 

Fully perceiving the surroundings  
 

As a brand with profound knowledge on traditional Chinese culture, 

MATSU has incorporated the most illustrative mountain and water 

scenes into modern office furniture and launched its classic work-

executive desk designed as per Oriental philosophy and art.  



Landscape · Intelligence Deliberation 

and Good Behavior  

During the exploration of shape and practicability, texture and art, 
simplicity and complication, the Landscape • Intelligence shows 
the reflection over and attitude towards wisdom through its 
elegant appearance. Landscape• Intelligence is balanced and 
moderate. It is not a golden mean, but a wise attitude towards 
life characterized by “omniscience yet self-discipline”, a 
conduct philosophy of “being a man of courage, wisdom, 
deliberation and good behavior” and the balance of wisdom. 



自吸式阻尼导轨，抽屉自动回位 

Optional drawer cabinet for pinter 

Caring for demands for socket 

There is strip on the top of side cabinet 

Inside computer case cabinet there is a socket flapper 

Back board has slot getting rid of heat Flexible storage 

the first drawer has pen box 

Self-suction damping rail for drawer Damping hinge for door 

Product details show 



Product details show 

 

Unique cloud pattern, 

Italian luxury embossing leather 

 

Bright streamline, showing widsom 

Stripe pattern on the board 



Wardrobe,  

with clothes hanger 

Embedded wood knob 

Coexistence of virtual and actual 

elements, forming symmetry 

Inner space is for yourself to arrange 

Vertical hollow, open and clear 

Stand column has hollow 

Relative symmetry 

Wood band surface, 

matching the wardrobe 

Bilateral symmetry but 

maintaining feature 

Unique outward open 

cabinet 

A gentle press can 

open the door 

Bilateral symmetry but 

maintaining feature 

Unique outward open 

cabinet 

Product details show 





Overall size 

Overall table size : (W*D*H) 

 

1、2800*2200*750 

2、3000*2200*750 

3、3200*2200*750 

 

 

Component： (W*D*H) 

 

Tabletop： 

2250*1050*50 

2450*1050*50 

2650*1050*50 

 

Floor cabinet： 

550*1050*750 

 

Side cabinet： 

2150*600*650 

 



Size: (W*D*H) 

550*1050*750 

 

Material： 

Dark grey lacquer 

 

Features:  

1、Locking 

2、The first drawer is pen box, and the 

others are basic drawers 

3、The back plate is leather with 

embossing technique 

4、Damping rail is adopted 

 

 

The back plate is 
leather with 
embossing 
technique 

Pen box 

Basic drawer 

Movable cabinet size 

Basic drawer 



Side cabinet size 
Size： (W*D*H) 
2150*600*650 
 
Material: 

Cabinet body and door are dark grey lacquer; 
External side board and chassis are silver grey 
lacquer 
 
Features: 

1、cabinet top board has strip (3 strong and 2 

weak), with threaded hole. 
2、cabinet has standard swing-door cabinet, 
among which the second can be upgraded to 
printer drawer with extra cost. 
4、Back cabinet slot matches table flapper. 
5、Computer case cabinet has steel strip 
flapper, for 86 plate. 
 Front  

Top view Back  

You can choose drawer cabinet 
here (for printer) 

Computer 
case 
cabinet 

Back cabinet slot 



Size : (W*D*H) 
3000*500*1950 
 
 
Material: 
Cabinet is dark grey lacquer+ partial walnut veneer 
The door is walnut veneer. 
 
 
Features: 
1、Door on one side (no knob), laminated board on the 

other side. 
2、Clothes hanger  
3、Part of the door is hollow 
4、external laminated board is fixed. Internal one is 
movable 

Front view 

Top view  

A veneer side door, no 
door knob 

Movable laminated 
board 

Fixed laminated board Inside the cabinet, 
hanger 

laminated board frame 

Back cabinet size 



Brown Walnut veneer(C-W-A-24)+dark grey lacquer(C-W-A-33) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Brown Walnut veneer(C-W-A-39)+dark grey lacquer (C-W-A-33) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Color options 
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